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ABSTRACT: Unusual, non-specular, fast-movingmeteortrail echoes are observed in the summer polar upper
mesosphere near 90 km.Usually, at mid-latitudes, field-aligned irregularities cause non-specular trails, while in
the polar region long-lasting irregularities are possibly sustained by charged meteor dust.The unusual meteor
trails propagate downward and upward at speeds of 3.3-6.4 kms-1 along a slanted path length of 10.4 km
between 87-93 km altitudes, merging in the middle and lasting for 8-10s. Here we propose that an electrical
discharge is responsible for these trails. The corresponding horizontal electric field for the observed speeds is
estimated up to 16.3 Vm-1 at 90 km.Both the long-lasting merging of two fast-moving plasma trails and the
modest speed compared to those (~104-105 ms-1) of lightning leader process and of jets (< 400 ms) occurring
above thunderclouds likely suggest a new type of meteor-trail leader discharge occurring in the summer polar
upper mesosphere.

I.

Introduction

In the summer polar mesosphere, there are meteor-related phenomena occurring in the following
altitudinal hierarchy: polar summer meteors occurring at 90±10 km [Younger et al., 2009]; polar mesospheric
summer echoes (PMSE) occurring at 80-90 km and lasting for minutes to 1-2 hours [Cho and Rottger, 1997];
noctilucent clouds (NLCs or polar mesospheric clouds, PMC) which peaked at 82 km and range from 75-85 km
[Cho and Rottger, 1997]. A meteor is a luminous phenomenon occurring through the passage of a meteoroid
which penetrates into the Earth’s upper atmosphere at 90-120 km at a speed up to 70 km s-1. At the ablation of a
meteoroid, meteoric dust or smoke particles are deposited mainly in the upper mesosphere. From meteors,
radars can observe head echoes in front of the meteoroid, specular echoesdue to meteor trajectoriesperpendicular
to the radar beam,and non-specular echoes from meteor trails [Chau et al., 2014].
Several experimental studies have reported significant levels of electric field fluctuation or strong
vertical electric field (0.1-3 V m-1) observed in NLC and PMSE layers [Holzworth and Goldberg, 2004;
Shimogawa and Holzworth, 2009].Horizontal supersonic neutral bursts(500-1500 m s-1) accompanied with an
enhanced O(1S) emission rate (100-170 kR, horizontally integrated) at a wavelength of 557.7 nm were observed
by the Wind Imaging Interferometer on UARS satellite. The supersonic bursts were suggested as possibly
occurring in strong electric field (> 14-173 V m-1) at 73-85 km, coexisting with PMC and PMSE [e.g., Lee and
Shepherd, 2010; Lee et al., 2014].The meteors or meteoric dust are known for playing a crucial role in
producing upper-atmospheric electrical discharges, so called sprites and jets, which are caused by electro-static
fields created by and above thunderstorms [Zabotin and Wright, 2001; Pasko et al, 1998].However, so farradar
observationshave not been reported ofthe upper atmospheric electrical discharge, probably since the well-known
forms (e.g. sprites or jets) last less than a few hundreds of milliseconds so that only the high-resolution optical
instrumentsmight be able to observe.
At mid-latitudes, meteor trails can lie close to parallel with the geomagnetic field and field-aligned
plasma irregularities have been found to explain their behaviour.For high latitudes,the presence of charged
meteor dust has been proposed to maintain long-durationirregularities by decreasing the diffusion coefficient
(m2s-1) [e.g., Kelley, 2004; Chau et al., 2014]. Thus, so far many studies havelikely focused on identifying the
mechanism to detainmeteor trailsto be barely diffusive. Instead, we observe fast-moving,non-specular meteor
trails regardless theorientation aligned against the geomagnetic field.This study for the first time reportsa
discovery of the evidence of electrical leader discharge in the meteor trailswitha modest (compared to sprites or
meteroids)speed (~ 3-7·103 m s-1), moving simultaneously both horizontally downward and upward. It is
interesting to estimate how far and fast the meteor trails move across the spatial domain, and to understand what
force continuously exerts on the meteor trail to move at such speeds.
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II.

Data Analysis And Results

2.1 Experiments
Esrange MST radar (ESRAD) operates at a frequency of 52 MHz, i.e.a wavelength of 5.77 m, and is
installed in Kiruna (67.8°N, 20.04°E), Sweden.The ESRAD radar is set up as six-spaced receivers, with antenna
subarrays in two rows aligned in the W-E direction and three columns aligned in the N-S direction, so that
receivers are arranged in west-to-east with a first row of 1, 2, 3 (north) and a second row of 6, 5, 4 (south). For
more details, of the radar and operating modes, see Kirkwood et al. [2007].Here we use the fca_150 mode,
which has height aliasing at every 32 km. The height aliasing can be resolved by considering that the meteor
occurrence peak is usually observed at 90 ± 10 km [Younger et al., 2009], and statistically the frequency of
occurrence on the meteor-originated radar echoes below 80 km is about 1 in 10,000 [Park and McIntosh, 1967].
2.2 Peculiar motion of non-specular meteor trail in a direction
So far, many studies have reported about non-specular meteor trails,which are relatively static in
aspects of vertical and horizontal motions of plasma clouds,but only subject to a diffusion at either middle or
high latitude [Oppenheim et al., 2003; Dyrud et al., 2007; Chau et al., 2014]. At ESRAD, we observe
insteadlong-lasting fast-moving meteor trail echoes downward and upward to the opposite directions. ESRAD
has interferometric capability to resolve the spatial location echoes (within zenith angles of about 10°) and the
speed of growth of meteor trails. Figure 1a shows the signal power of unusual non-specular meteor trail echoes
from receiver no. 5. The signal power is greater than that of normal PMSE at 30-35 dBabove the noise level (not
shown here). Meteor trail echoesstartinitially by descending from the top(93 km) and later by ascending,
launched frombelow (87 km), observed at 18:54:35 UT on Jun22, 2006 (day = 173).There is no head echo
apparent[Dyrud et al., 2002]. The relative time is a time distance from the measurement start,within the record
length of 28 s.Three time intervals are defined: first for only downward propagation,observed from a relative
time of 16.7-18.7s, second, for upward propagation launched at an interval of 18.1-18.7 s and third, for merging
of the two propagating trails at an interval of 18.1-24.5 s.
The signal received by the radar receiver is composed ofcomplex numbers, giving amplitude and
phaseinformation. The angle (or phase)difference (δ of coherentsignals acquired by two receivers gives
information onthe zenith angle of the path to the scatterer (signal source), in the direction between the receivers,
providing a fundamental interferometric key to resolve the spatial extension of the meteor trail echoes[Skolnik,
1962, p. 222-223]. Figure1b shows phase differences from the reference receiver 5 (Rx5).Phase difference
between receivers5 and 4 (Rx5-4)and 5 and 6 (Rx5-6) are close to zero (or 2π) and have the almost same value
throughallaltitudes. This indicatesthe position of the scatterers is approximately symmetric with respect to the
N-S zenith plane and constant withheight in the east-to-west direction. The phase difference (Rx5-2) between
Rx5 and Rx2shows alargerphase difference in the upper part changing steadily to a smaller phase difference in
the lower part, corresponding toa slanted trail path in terms of altitude. Thus, the plasma clouds causing the
echoesare likely elongated between north and south alonga slope so that the top is biased to the north, and the
bottom to the south.Therefore,the plasma clouds initially (at 16.7 s in relative time) likely propagate from the
top (93 km) and the north, extendinghorizontally downward and southward. While, after 1.4 s (at 18.1 s)from
the bottom the plasma clouds propagate horizontally upward and northward along the slanting path.
Finally,propagating trails fromopposite directions merge at the middle heightof ~89 km.
2.3Estimates of spatialextension and the dynamics
The spatial extension and propagating speed of the meteor trail can be estimated using the phase
difference (interferometric) capability of the radar. The phase difference of a signal received in the two receivers
(e.g. Rx5-Rx2, south-to-north arrangement, d = 32 m) can provide an angle
to the target by a
formula
, where
= wavelength (5.77 m)[Skolnik, 1962, p. 222-223].The spatial extension and
propagating speed of the meteor trail can be estimated using the phase difference (interferometric) capability of
the radar. Figure 2a shows the geometry of the angle of arrival using two receivers (e.g., Rx5 and Rx2, south-tonorth arrangement, d = 32 m) [Skolnik, 1962, p. 222-223]. If the signal arrives from a direction
with respect
to the normal to the baseline, the angle has a relationship as below with phase difference ( ) in a signal
received in the two receivers,
,
(1)
where = wavelength (5.77 m). Thus the phase difference of a signal received in the two receivers (e.g.
Rx5-Rx2) can provide an angle to the target. Figure 2b shows the geometry of the trail path for the dynamical
meteor trail echoes as shown in Figure 1a. From equation 1, phase differences of in average
,
and
radians (top-left panel of Figure 1b) give arrival angles of signal in
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,
radians at 87 km, 89 km and 93 km, respectively. Spatial distances derived
using
result in l1= 5.48 km, l2 = 8.7 km and l3 = 13.93 km for horizontal displacements from ESRAD at
87 km, 89 km and 93 km, respectively. The inclination of the geomagnetic field near the Kiruna becomes an
angle of 78° [http://geokov.com/education/magnetic-declination-inclination.aspx]. The lowerand upper trail
paths having inclination angles ofα1≈α2 ≈ 30° form angles of β1≈β2 ≈70° to the geomagnetic field,
respectively.From the far left slopes of the echoes as shown in Figure 1a it apparently takes 2 s for propagating
downward from 93-89 km altitudes, a distance of p2 = 6.56 km and takes 0.6 s for propagating upward from 8789 km, a distance of p1 = 3.85 km, and then the downward and upward propagating trails merge at 89-90 km.
The merge of downward and upward propagating plasmas persistsfor a duration of 5.7 s. Thedownward and
upward propagationsalong trail paths are initiated atspeeds of 3.3 km s-1 and 6.4 km s-1,gradually
decreasingdown to841m s-1 and 602 m s-1at the end, respectively. The propagating speed is estimated
assumingthetrails propagating instraight paths, so that if the trail paths are somewhat bent, which is more
realistic and unable to be estimated, actual speeds should be larger than the estimated.

III.

Phenomena In Nature With The Comparable Speed

Non-specular echoes are usually explained with two mechanisms: one is related to field-aligned
irregularities mainly occurring in mid-latitude [e.g., Oppenheim et al., 2003; Dyrud et al., 2007]; the second one
is irregularities in the presence of charged meteor dust usually occurring in the polar region, lasting for up to a
few tens of seconds [e.g., Kelley, 2004; Chau et al., 2014]. However, up to now, in radar observations,there
havenot been reportedabout fast moving meteor trailsat such a high speed (3.3-6.4 km s-1)as observed in this
study in the upper mesosphere (80-100 km) in any latitude region. In the meanwhile, there seem to be many
optical observations of similar speeds,although lasting for shorter duration. Suszcynsky et al. [1999] observed a
bright meteor, followed by sprite and then by jets moving in the opposite direction from 80-84 km at a speed of
70-130 km s-1. The velocity is too slow to suggest the luminous phenomenon produced by a pure electrical
current flow in a fully ionized channel. However, the luminous jet moving backwardalong the trajectory of the
meteor would be associated with the presence of meteor ionization trail, likely involving a complicated
generation mechanism [Symbalisty et al., 2000]. For this, Spurný and Ceplecha[2008] suggested that strong
electric field might be developed in a meteor trail by charge separation between the inside and surface of
meteoroid during its flight.This idea also can elucidate why non-fragile meteoroid go through abnormal
explosive fragmentation in too-low atmospheric pressure. As shown in Figures 1-2, the fast moving
plasmacloudswe observe move withsuch fast speeds that they cannot be explainedwith either ambipolar
diffusion process (e.g. diffusion coefficient of 1 m2s-1 near 90km) [Chau et al., 2014] or aerodynamics.
Therefore,an energy source needs to be sought for, which firstly is capable of putting the plasma clouds in
motion both upward and downward atsuch a fast speed, and secondly leads to the plasma dynamicspersisting for
over 8 s.

IV.

Meteor Trails As An Electrical Discharge Phenomenon

With ESRAD coherent radar having a 3 m Bragg scale wavelength [Briggs, 1984], it is not possibleto
see the motion of single ions or electrons. In addition, the radial speed of the scattererscannot be unambiguously
measuredfrom the Doppler shift due tothefolding effect by the Nyquist frequency.So the meteor trail
propagation speed is the best indicator of a plasma cloud speed or mean ion speed. The plasma speed along the
slantingpath can be proportional to anelectric field if that is assumed as the energy source. The horizontal
electric field ( ) component of the slanted trail path can be estimated using aformula
-1

,where q is the

electric charge of the electron,
is ion or neutral velocity (m s ),mi is the mean ion mass obtained from MSIS90 [Hedin, 1987], and νin is the ion-neutral collision frequency[Lee and Shepherd, 2010]. As shown in Figure 2,
upper and lower trail paths with an inclination angles of ~30° gives horizontal components of 2.84 km s-1 and
5.5 km s-1 derived from velocities of 3.64 km s-1 and 7.6 km s-1, respectively. Horizontal components of electric
field correspond to valuesof 8.3 V m-1 and 16.3V m-1 at 90 km.The electric fields highly exceed the
conventional breakdown field,for example, about 8-10 V m-1at 90 km [Pasko et al., 2013]. The high angle
(~70°) of propagating trail path to the magnetic field likely implies that the plasma trail cannot be magnetized in
the strong electric field but pass through the magnetic field.
Therefore, such high speeds of meteor trail echoesare comparable with thoseof leader process of
tropospheric lightning and jet events occurring above thunderclouds.Lightning discharge is explained with two
principal modes of the streamer and the leader. The leader takes in charge ata high gas temperature, high
ionization and high electric conductivity, propagating at velocities of 105-106 m s-1. The streamer, on the other
hand, has cold gas temperature, low ionization, and low electric conductivity, propagating at velocities of 107 m
s-1 [Neubert et al., 2011].In lightning, many streamers explore the path for the leader, preceding leader
process[Raizer, 1997, p. 364]. Pasko et al. [2002] reported blue jets launched upward from thunder cloud tops at
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speeds which variedfrom 50 km s-1 to 270 km s-1.Su et al. [2003] observed a gigantic jet at an upward speed of
26 km s-1 and 120 km s-1 and subsequently decreasing to 13 km s-1 above thunderclouds terminated at 60 km and
68 km. The speed of jets is consistent with known speeds of the leader process in conventional lightning [Uman,
2001; Pasko et al., 2002].
Meteor trail echoes as shown in Figure 1a are possiblyattributed to leader discharges based on two
distinct features: one is the speed level (3.3-6.4 km s-1)and the estimated electric fields, and another is the
merging of two trailsat the middle point after propagating inoppositedirections.According to Spurný and
Ceplecha[2008], a meteoroid develops charge separation during its penetration, positively charged on the
surfaceand negatively inside, andat last leads to electrical charge separation in the meteor trail. As a result, the
plasma cloud at the top will be negatively charged and the one at the bottom, if it is the final vaporization of the
meteor, will be positively charged.Figure 3 showsa schematic diagram of leader discharges according to time
intervals ofthe non-specular echoesas shown in Figure 1, corresponding to, firstly, downward propagationonly
occurring (16.7s – 18.7s), secondly upward propagation launched (18.1s-18.7s), and finally persistent merging
of downward and upward plasma (18.1s – 24.5s), respectively.The persistentmerging of downward and upward
running trails provides an outstanding signature of the meteor trail propagating ina hot plasma gas of a highly
conductive channel. By theory, the property of cold plasma is transient in lasting for
to ms from
experimental results [Becker et al., 2004], while the hot plasma is usuallycapable of increasingneutral and ion
temperature up to electron temperature. According toBecker et al. [2004], for example,a lightning stroke can
increase temperature up to 30,000°C [Uman, 2001].Therefore, the meteor trail discharge can play a role of
heating the mesospheric air. However, to see the temperature modulation effect is beyond the scope of the
current paper.
As classifying breakdown mechanisms in terms of pd values (p is pressure in Torr, d is electrode
distance in cm), streamer breakdown can be achieved based on
and leader
breakdown needs to be over
[Pasko et al., 2013]. For streamer and leader breakdowns to occur at
~90 km requires gaps of 20 - 512 km and > 512 km, respectively, due to the low pressure of 0.002 Torr at the
altitude (760 Torr = 760 mmHg = 1 Atm = 1.013 bar). The observed leader discharges with a vertical gap < 10
km might be difficult to generate in terms of the mesospheric pressure. There is a similar difficulty in explaining
the initiation of traditional sprites caused by the relativistic runaway breakdown, which should need a long
avalanche distance
at low pressures (i.e., at 70 km
= 370 km) [Gurevich and Zybin, 2001]. As in
lightning process, streamer discharge normally precedes leader phenomenon. Thus, streamer-to-leader transition
process requiresa persistent supply of electric field [Pasko, 2003]. In this aspect, the long-lasting trail leader
discharge suggested here would represent an unprecedented observation since, near 90 km, only very transient
electric field (~a few 10s of milliseconds) is required for spritesand even the traditionaljet as a leader
phenomenon usually observedin the stratosphere extending up to 60 km lasts very short duration (<400 ms)
[Pasko et al., 2002; Su et al., 2003]. This study suggests, for the observed non-specular meteor trail, discharge
as a new type of meteor trail leader.Therefore, it is a challenge to understand how the strong electric field can be
supplied fora relativelylong duration ofabout 10 s, including the unobserved altitude region over 93 km. This is
much longer lasting than theleader process of traditional jet occurring above thunderstorms (100-400 ms)
[Pasko et al., 2002;Su et al., 2003].

V.

Conclusions

Unusual dynamical non-specular meteor trails moving at a leader discharge speed are observed by
ESRAD at Kiruna, Sweden. Interferometric capability of the radar allows us to resolve the spatial geometry of
the meteor trail as horizontally and vertically elongated between 87-93 km, and the speed of the propagating
plasma trails.
1. The vertical profile of the non-specular trail is extended along a slope having horizontal displacements as
long as 10.4 km from 87-93 km, not field-aligned but at a high inclination angle (64°-71°) to the
geomagnetic field.
2. Downward and upward propagating speeds are estimated as 3.3 km s-1 and 6.4 km s-1, decreasing to 841 m
s-1 and 602 m s-1, respectively, assumed the propagating path is straight. The trail speed can be achieved by
plasma acceleration in a strong electric field. The speeds correspond to horizontal electric fields up to 16.3
V m-1 at 90 km, which exceeds conventional breakdown field.
3. The downward and upward propagating plasmas come to merge in the middle of the path, which is
evidence that the electrical discharge is a leader discharge forming a hot plasma channel.
4. It is remarkable that long-lasting electric field can be sustained for 8-10 s, in contrast to any electrical leader
discharge occurring above thunderstorms (< 400 ms). Therefore, this study suggests the non-specular trail
discharge is a new type of meteor-trail leader discharge occurring in the summer polar upper mesosphere.
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Figures
Figure 1. ESRAD antenna array is composed with 2 rows of 6 antenna segments each with separate
receivers: receiver no.1, 2, 3 at 1st row and no. 6,5,4 at 2nd row arranged from west-to-east. The first and second
rows are aligned in north-to-south. (a) Non-specular meteor trail echo pattern plotted in power in dB in terms of
height (150 m interval) and time (0.027 s interval) only shown for receiver 5 (Rx.5), occurring on June22, 2006
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(173) at 18:54:35; (b) Phase difference noted in radian referred to Rx5. Rx.1 was out of order during the data
collection. The relative time is a time distance since the measurement started, within the record length of 28 s.
Figure 2. Interferometric interpretation with the arrival angle of the signal received by Rx5 and Rx2
and the phase difference applied for the meteor trail echoes observed at 18:54, June 22, 2006 as shown in
Figures 1a-1b. (a) simplified schematic diagram of interferometeric radar, adopted from Skolnik [2001, p. 222].
A scatterer (S) is seen from two receivers. The variable of d indicates distance between receivers A and B (e.g.,
Rx5 and Rx2) to be 32 m for N-S. Length between A and C is
, where is arrival angle of the signal
received from the two receivers. The variable of r is height; (b) In terms of mean phase differences (radian) of
,
,
, signal arrival angles are
,
and
in radians and the horizontal trail path lengths are l1= 5.48 km, l2 = 8.7 km and l3 =
13.93 km, which can be derived by using
, where r is radius (height). Scatterers’ moving path length
to be
and
, the paths inclined by angles of
Geomagnetic field inclination of
. Trail paths make angles of
73.6 and
69.2 to the
magnetic field.
Figure 3. Schematic diagram according to polarity formation and time intervals of the non-specular
trails’ propagation as shown in Figure 1a: (a) at the top (negative polarity), leader discharge initiated with
downward propagating trail; (b) upward discharge launched from below (positive polarity), 1.4s after the
downward propagation launched, only regarded for observable trail range with respect to altitudes; (c) the
downward/upward propagating trails merge in the middle heights. Speeds V 1 vary from 3.3 km s-1 down to 841
m s-1 and V2 are from 6.4 km s-1 down to 602 m s-1. Streamers preceding the leader are actually non-visible from
ESRAD observation but are depicted by assumption that streamer-to-leader transition occurs in some way
[Raizer, 1991].
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